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Export source tax cut to 0.7pc The government has reduced the income tax at source on export
earnings to 0.70 per cent from the existing 1 per cent for the current fiscal year 2017-18 following
demands of exporters. The National Board of Revenue on Saturday issued a statutory regulatory
order lowering the tax, known as export tax, for all sectors except jute and jute goods with
retrospective effect from July 1. Exporters will enjoy the benefit till June 30, 2018, the SRO stated.
According to the SRO, the benefit will be applicable for the export of knitwear, woven garments,
terry towel, carton and accessories of garments industry, frozen food, vegetables, leather goods,
packed food and any other goods and the banks will deduct the tax at the time of crediting the export
proceeds to the account of the exporter.
http://www.newagebd.net/article/21465/export-source-tax-cut-to-07pc
Tax receipt from DSE doubles to Tk 25cr in Jul The government’s tax collection from the Dhaka
Stock Exchange doubled to Tk 25.18 crore in July compared with that in the previous month mainly
due to a rise in turnover on the country’s premier bourse. The National Board of Revenue received
the sum that included Tk 20.92 crore as tax on turnover and Tk 4.25 crore as tax on sponsor-directors’
capital gain from share sales. In June, the government’s tax receipt from the bourse was Tk 12.30
crore — Tk 10.13 crore as turnover tax and Tk 2.16 crore as tax on sponsor-directors’ capital gain
from share sales. The consolidated turnover on the bourse increased by 106 per cent, or Tk 10,773.08
crore, to Tk 20,929.46 crore in July from Tk 10,156.38 crore in June.
http://www.newagebd.net/article/21469/tax-receipt-from-dse-doubles-to-tk-25cr-in-jul
Ministry sends back BTRC proposal on call rate revision The post and telecommunication
ministry has sent back a proposal of Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission on
mobile call rate adjustment. The ministry at the same time also asked BTRC to review its proposal.
Although a draft proposal on mobile call rate adjustment was earlier sent to the ministry, it has been
sent back for revision, BTRC chairman Shahjahan Mahmood told New Age on Monday.
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/21466/ministry-sends-back-btrc-proposal-on-call-rate-revision
Floating terminal at Ctg port planned A floating terminal would be built at the Chittagong port to help making the Pangaon Inland Container Terminal on
the bank of the River Buriganga operational. Finance minister AMA Muhith on Monday disclosed the decision after a meeting with stakeholders at the Pangaon
containers terminal situated at Keraniganj, on the outskirts of capital Dhaka. The government built the Pangaon ICT at around Tk 400 crore to help reduce the
cost of carrying goods and ease the traffic congestion on the Dhaka-Chittagong Highway. But the terminal failed to attract users since its inception in November,
2013. Lack of facilities at the terminal has been described as a major impediment to making it useful to businesses.
http://www.newagebd.net/article/21472/floating-terminal-at-ctg-port-planned
India plans gas pipeline from Ctg to Tripura India has taken a initiative for laying a pipeline carrying natural gas from Chittagong to Tripura to address the
cooking gas shortage of its North East states. Indian Minister of Petroleum and Natural gas Dharmendra Pradhan said Monday that his ministry had taken up
the issue with the Bangladesh government, according to a report by www.thedollarbusiness.com . In his response to the media in which he revealed the
intentions of the Indian government, he said, “We are laying a pipeline for transportation of diesel from Siliguri in West Bengal to Parvatipur in Bangladesh.
http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2017/08/07/79222/India-plans-gas-pipeline-from-Ctg-to-Tripura%C2%A0
Bangladesh to upgrade four land ports to boost trade with India Bangladesh has taken a plan to modernize and improve four land ports to boost trade with
India. Under the plan the government of the country will improve the infrastructure of three land ports. The three ports are - Shaola of Sylhet district, Bhomra
in Satkhira district, and Ramgarh in Khagrachari. The security system of Benapole land port under the project will also be modernized. Bangladesh has 23 land
ports with India's 4,095 kilometers, and Myanmar's 256 kilometer long border.
http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2017/08/07/79194/Bangladesh-to-upgrade-four-land-ports-to-boost-trade-with-India
World Bank pushes for $500m costly credit The World Bank has offered Bangladesh US$500 million worth of costly credits from its 'Scale-up Facility Fund',
alongside its concessional loans, though project- executing agencies demur, sources said. Government officials said the Washington-based lender in the last
Financial Year (FY) 2016-17 introduced the scale-up facility fund (SUF) for an investment-promotion and- financing-facility project in Bangladesh.
http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2017/08/08/79265/World-Bank-pushes-for-$500m-costly-credit
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Govt waives stamp duty for Payra power plant The government has waived stamp duty for the under construction of 1320 megawatts thermal (MWt) power
plant at Payra in Patuakhali. Stamp duty amounting to Tk 5.71 billion on the registration of all documents signed between Bangladesh-China Power Company
Limited (BCPCL) and land owners to implement the project has been waived, said the Internal Resources Division (IRD) in a circular recently, reports BSS.
The government has taken the decision exercising powers conferred upon it by section nine of the stamp law 1899.
http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2017/08/07/79217/Govt-waives-stamp-duty-for-Payra-power-plant
Only 20pc of Pangaon port's capacity utilised Only around 20 percent of the Pangaon port's capacity could be utilised since it became operational some four
years ago due to several reasons, including high shipping charges and traffic jam. The problems came to light at a meeting at the port, situated on the Buriganga
river in Dhaka's Keraniganj upazila, yesterday in presence of Finance Minister AMA Muhith and Shipping Minister Shajahan Khan. The meeting was organised
with stakeholders, including importers and exporters, on how to best use facilities at Pangaon Inland Container Terminal. Businesspersons said the port would
lose appeal if the problems persist. Shipping Secretary Ashok Madhav announced that a committee would be formed to sit once a month and try to solve
problems that arise.
http://www.thedailystar.net/business/only-20pc-pangaon-ports-capacity-utilised-1445218
State-owned finance provider plans big with low-cost housing Low-cost housing would be the next big thing for the real estate sector. Bangladesh House
Building Finance Corporation (BHBFC) would give priority to home loan applicants who opt for low-cost technology. One such technology makes use of
hollow bricks of uniform shape and size instead of the conventional ones. The bricks require a very low amount of plaster, which helps cut construction costs
to a great extent. Debasish Chakrabarty, managing director of the state-owned housing finance provider, shared the concept and the organisation's future plans
with The Daily Star recently.
http://www.thedailystar.net/business/state-owned-finance-provider-plans-big-low-cost-housing-1445158
ভারেত ৩ নৗ-টািমনাল পিরচালনার দািয়ে সািমট অ ালােয় পাট ভারেতর পি মব রােজ এক এবং িবহাের
নৗব েরর টািমনাল উ য়ন, পিরচালন ও ব ব াপনার দািয় পেয়েছ সািমট অ ালােয় পাট িলিমেটেডর
নতৃ াধীন কনেসা য়াম। ৩০ বছেরর জন টািমনাল িতন েত অভ রীণ নৗ-পিরবহন হ া ল করেত ই দেশর কতৃ পে র অনুে মাদন েম ভারেত িবেশষািয়ত কা ািন গঠন করেত হেব তােদর। কনেসা য়ােমর ধান অংশীদার
িহেসেব সখােন সািমট অ ালােয় পাটেক ২৪ কা টাকার বিশ িবিনেয়াগ করেত হেব।
http://bonikbarta.net/bangla/news/2017-08-08/127034/
সব শয়ার ছেড় িদে ন ি িময়ার িলিজং উেদ া া বাজারদের (পাবিলক/ ক মােকেট) িনেজর হােত থাকা ৩ লাখ ১৯ হাজার ৫০৪
নািজফা ক. চৗধুরী। ঢাকা ক এ েচ (িডএসই) সূে জানা গেছ, ৩০ কাযিদবেসর মেধ এ ি য়া স হেব।

শয়ারই বেচ দয়ার ঘাষণা িদেয়েছন ি িময়ার িলিজং অ া িফন া িলিমেটেডর উেদ া া

http://bonikbarta.net/bangla/news/2017-08-07/126980/
ব বসা বাড়ােত যসব পদে প িনে ইফাদ অেটাস শয়ারবাজার িরেপাট: িশগিগরই এলএনিজ চািলত ভারেতর িভএস াে র ি - ইলার বাজারজাত করেব পুঁিজবাজাের তািলকাভু ইফাদ অেটাস িল:। আগামী এক মােসর
মেধ এর ঘাষণা আসার কথা রেয়েছ। কা ািন সূে এ তথ জানা গেছ। এছাড়া ২০২০ সােলর মেধ গািড়র ব াটাির, টায়ারসহ অেটােমাবাইল খােতর সব ধরেনর পণ তির ও িবপণেনর ল িনেয় কাজ করেছ কা ািন । আগামী
নেভ েরর মেধ এিস বােসর স ূ ণ কাঠােমা তির করেব তারা।।
http://www.sharebazarnews.com/archives/84550
িবআইএফিস পষেদর দািয়ে সু জা ও কাি ভ ার মজর (অব.) আব ল মা ােনর ঋণ কেল ািরর পর ব াংকবিহভূত আিথক িত ান বাংলােদশ ই াি য়াল িফন া কা ািন িলিমেটেডর (িবআইএফিস) আিথক অব া
নাজু ক হেয় পেড়। ক ীয় ব াংেকর হ ে েপ এরই মেধ িত ান র পষেদ বড় পিরবতন এেসেছ। আব ল মা ান, তার পিরবার ও িত ান সংি েদর িবআইএফিসর পষদ থেক সের যেত হয়। ক ীয় ব াংেকর সহেযািগতায়
চলিত বছেরর ফ য়ািরেত সু জা ভ ার িলিমেটড ও কাি ভ ার িলিমেটড নামক
ানীয় িত ান িবআইএফিসর পষেদর দািয়ে আেস।
http://bonikbarta.net/bangla/news/2017-08-08/127035/
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